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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Document
This document describes the standards and protocols to be used for the installation and
maintenance of flow monitors and rain gauges in a manner that promotes the collection of sound
data to support the needs of the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District (NEORSD/the District)
Engineering and Construction Department projects. This document will be updated as needed to
address the District’s future modeling requirements and to adapt to future software updates
throughout the course of modeling efforts.
1.2 District ArcGIS Online Geographical Information System
The District supports all monitoring efforts with the use of an internal ArcGIS Online Geographical
Information System (AGOL). This will be made available to all consultants providing flow
monitoring services in support of District projects. AGOL is available through any smart phone,
tablet, or desktop computer with an internet connection. AGOL training is available, as needed, for
project personnel. Consultants will be required to track their monitor locations and post electronic
deliverables to the AGOL.
1.3 Request for Variance
The flow monitoring standards and protocols have been developed to ensure consistency in
monitoring practices to support achieving the District’s Engineering and Construction project and
Consent Decree objectives. It is understood that monitoring and data collection efforts will vary from
project to project, therefore this document may not be suited for all monitoring/data collection
efforts. Variances may be granted by the District in special cases if justification for a variance can be
demonstrated. Due to the nature of Consent Decree related monitoring projects, variances from
these standards are not generally considered for these projects. Any granted variances should be
documented with the submittal of the final flow monitoring report.
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2.0

Site Selection and Reconnaissance

The following steps must be followed when siting flow monitors and rain gauges.
2.1 Desktop Analysis and Flow Monitoring Plan
•

Perform a desktop analysis to identify initial monitoring and temporary rain gauge locations
to support project needs. An initial Flow Monitoring Plan (FMP) with a map of preliminary
monitoring locations must be submitted to the District in hardcopy and in AGOL for
review/approval.
o See Appendix A for Map of District Rain Gauge Network.
o The use of radar-rainfall to further define the rainfall distribution may be considered
depending on project extent and is available through the District’s current contract
with Vieux, Inc. Consultants requiring access should contact the District radar rainfall
project manager (Currently George Remias at RemiasG@neorsd.org).

2.2 Site Reconnaissance
•

Upon District approval, perform a detailed site investigation to assess the suitability of each
proposed monitoring site (flow meter and rain gauge). The District must notify member
communities at least 7 business days prior to conducting site investigations.
o Field reconnaissance will identify site accessibility, any harmful entry conditions, and
any traffic control requirements
o Manholes will be opened to observe flow pattern, velocity, flow depth, any sediment
deposition, any historical surcharge conditions, and potential backwater condition.
o Measured flow depth and velocity are within equipment tolerances
o Steady flow with little to no turbulence through manhole
o Sketches of the proposed site structure will document incoming and outgoing pipe
sizes and configurations, overflow lines and/or weir configurations, and manhole
depth
o Do not force installation at a site that will record suspect data

2.3 Reporting
•

•

If the approved monitoring site(s) is deemed suitable for equipment installation, then a Flow
Monitor and/or Rain Gauge Installation Report must be completed. See Appendix B for Flow
Monitor and Rain Gauge Installation Report Example Templates and Section 3.0 Installation
of Flow Monitors and Rain Gauges for additional information.
The District must be notified if debris or other issues are identified that may impact data
collection of a monitor and require cleaning. The District will either remove debris, authorize
cleaning by others or contact the responsible agency regarding sites not maintained by the
District and request any necessary cleaning or repair of a manhole and/or sewer segment. If
the responsible agency cannot perform the cleaning or repair, the monitor should be installed
at an alternate location and details of the original location must be noted in the installation
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•

report.
If the approved site(s) is not deemed suitable, a site that captures comparable data should
be identified and District approval is recommended prior to installation. An installation report
must be completed. If the alternate site is not approved by the District and the data does not
meet the intended purpose, the monitor will be removed and installed at an approved
location at no additional cost to the District.

2.4 Final Data File Structure
In order to maintain consistency with the District’s GIS it is important to prepare a filing structure at
the beginning of the project as indicated below:
•
•
•

Individual folders for each monitor
Folder name: ProjectNumber_MonitorID-#
All associated information should be saved in the folder, i.e., installation form, final data,
photos, videos, pipe cross-section ordinates for non-circular sewers, etc.
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3.0 Installation of Flow Monitors and Rain Gauges
Installation reports for the selected flow monitoring and rain gauge sites should be provided
electronically in PDF format to the District after installation and must be uploaded to the AGOL
project site. Flow Monitoring and Rain Gauge Installation Report Example Templates can be found
in Appendix B.
3.1 Installation Report Details
Flow Monitoring Installation Reports must include, at a minimum, the following information:
• General site location map
• Basic connectivity sketch with pipe sizes
• Manhole depth
• Installation sketch
o Sensor position/offset
o Calibration data verifying monitor setup
o Explanation of any variance from manufacturer recommended procedures
• Physical sewer pipe characteristics in which the sensors are installed
o Pipe size and shape (diameter other measurements necessary to define the pipe crosssection)
o Pipe material
o Depth of silt
o Depth of flow
• Site Photographs
o Street View
o Monitor Installation
o Sensor Installation
• Weather conditions at time of installation
• Description of any adverse hydraulic conditions
• Flow monitor information
• Adjustments due to initial calibration
• Note depth reading that corresponds to weir crest/overflow pipe invert, if applicable.
Rain Gauge Installation Report must include, at a minimum, the following:
• Location description and site photo(s)
• Contact information and instructions for site access
• Rain Gauge Make/Model and any additional information
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3.2 Non-Circular Pipe Geometries
It is critical to have reliable geometry of the sewer in which a monitor is installed in order to
accurately calculate flow rates based on the collected depth/velocity data. Cross-sectional ordinates
of all non-circular pipe geometries shall be documented at each site. Default pipe geometries in the
flow monitoring software for egg-shaped pipes must agree with geometries provided by the District,
found in Appendix D, in order to properly calculate flow rates associated with observed depth and
velocity readings. If field measurements indicate a deviation from values obtained from Appendix
D, adjust the software to reflect the field measurements. If non-circular shape pipes are
encountered, the pipe table generated from field measurements used for flow calculations must be
submitted to the District in a format usable by Excel = (.csv, .xlsx, etc.), see Section 7.0
Documentation.
3.3 Initial Calibration
Initial calibration of each flow monitor must be completed upon installation and activation by taking
manual depth and velocity readings using independent instrumentation. The following steps must
be followed for calibration:
• Obtain field depth measurements using a method that does not disrupt the flow regime.
• Obtain manual velocity readings of the cross-section of flow (velocity profile) using an
industry accepted method to determine the pipe’s hydraulic profile if site conditions allow.
• Compare field depth and velocity measurements to real-time monitor readings to determine
if the monitor is recording data representative of field measurements.
• Use best practice methods to verify data in the field and document the methods used, the
measurements obtained, and any adjustments made must be detailed in the Flow Monitor
Installation Report.
The following protocols must be used for the calibration of temporary rain gauges:
• Perform a field calibration check on each gauge after installation per the manufacturer’s
specification.
• If the calibration check falls outside of a tolerance that is acceptable, perform a second test.
• If the second test confirms the gauge is out of tolerance, return the gauge to the
manufacturer for recalibration and notify the District as needed.
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3.4 Radar Rainfall Contract Coordination
Upon completion of the Rain Gauge Installation Report and upload to the AGOL Project Site the consultant
must email the following information to the District’s Systems Integration group (Matt Fedak,
FedakM@neorsd.org) and cc the District radar rainfall project manager (currently George Remias,
RemiasG@neorsd.org) in order to alert the radar rainfall consultant that additional rain gauges and data will
be forthcoming.
•
•
•
•

Project Name
Approximate Monitoring Period Start/End date
GIS File Geodatabase (preferred) of Rain Gauges or Shapefile
Monthly data (in .csv format) before the 7th of each following month
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4.0 Data Collection
4.1 Collection Criteria
Monitors must be configured to record depth and velocity readings at five-minute intervals. Rain
gauges must be configured to record rainfall in 0.01-inch increments and report data at five-minute
intervals.
4.2 Data Collection/Cellular Communication
The monitors and rain gauges should be configurable to support automatic communications with a
web server and m u s t b e supported by the major cellular providers. Data must be uploaded to
the web server daily. The District must receive access to the web server at the start of the data
collection period. The web server must allow viewing of data as hydrographs and scatter graphs with
rain data overlain. See Section 7.0 Documentation for more information on data reporting
requirements.
If the consultant does not have a web server available, the District’s Telog Enterprise system in
coordination with the Districts System’s Integration Department can be utilized. If monitors do not
have cellular communication capabilities or if a site does not allow for cellular communication, the
District must be notified prior to installation and data must be collected and uploaded weekly to a
web server within 48 hours of collection.
4.3 Uptime Requirements
Monitoring consultants shall collect useable flow data a minimum of 90% of the period/event each
month during the monitoring period at each site. The uptime requirement is intended to ensure that
the monitors are reviewed daily, and any issues are flagged immediately and addressed within 48
hours. As a general rule, the 90% uptime is violated if reliable raw velocity/depth data are not
available for more than 3 consecutive days.
In order to track uptime, the Data Quality Summary Table should be populated and submitted on a
monthly basis or upon request. An example is provided in Appendix C that should be populated to
reflect the uptime for each monitor to be included in the monthly deliverables. A thorough
explanation must be provided if the monitor is not meeting the up-time requirement. Monitor
uptime shall be defined as the number of 5-minute measurement intervals where a flow value can
be calculated from a measured depth and a measured velocity for a common time interval divided
by the total number of measurement intervals (monthly).
Reduced payment will be considered for monitors with an uptime between 80% to 90% for wet
weather periods. A wet weather period is defined as 3 hrs. prior to and 3 hrs. after a recorded rainfall
event recorded by the closest rain gauge to the project area. The payment reduction will be applied
to the full day period (12 AM to 12AM) for monitors that did not meet the uptime criteria. In the
case of a gap in dry weather data, a dry weather diurnal pattern may be substituted without counting
negatively toward the uptime requirement. This data adjustment must be noted in the Data Quality
Summary Table.
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Monitors with uptime less than 80% may be considered for a reduced payment or no payment for
that meter. A thorough explanation must be provided for monitors not meeting the uptime
requirement for consideration of a variance to this requirement.
The uptime requirement is to be generally satisfied with actual measured (raw) data. However, it is
also recognized that there may be occurrences where a velocity measurement may not be required
to develop accurate data. Accordingly, inferred data would not be considered downtime, if the
monitoring firm documents to the satisfaction of the District that accurate data can be obtained
without the velocity measurement and the loss of velocity data was not caused by maintenance
neglect. In any case, however, no velocity data shall be inferred for any measurement interval where
(1) a corresponding depth measurement has not been obtained for that measurement interval or (2)
independent calibration measurements have not been acquired for the site. Monitoring consultant
shall clearly identify all inferred data in all reports and other deliverables. Inferred data should be
based on the reliable monitoring data, NOT theoretical depth-vs-velocity curves.
Special conditions may be considered when addressing uptime issues.
Monitor and site issues are not uncommon. For a large monitoring program, several meters with
widespread issues would not be unexpected. Considerations may be given when one or two
individual sites do not achieve the 90% uptime threshold, but the program average does achieve 90%
uptime. Also, some sites are more likely to have problematic data (e.g., storm sewers or large
combined sewers with low dry weather flow depth). The potential data issues should be discussed
with the District project team and written acknowledgement (i.e., email) that the data is expected to
have higher than normal downtime (that is poor data, NOT no data). If a site is found to produce
poor data after the first month of monitoring, the issues should be conveyed to the District project
team in order to discuss whether or not to move the monitor to another site or continue monitoring
with the expectation of diminished uptime.
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5.0 Monitor Maintenance
A routine monitoring maintenance schedule must be detailed in the Flow Monitoring Plan and
followed to comply with the minimum standards and protocols as described below:
5.1 Maintenance Schedule
Daily activities:
• In the case where automatic cellular communications is available, data must be reviewed
daily for all sites to identify any potential sensor fouling or equipment malfunctions. Issues
are to be remedied as soon as possible to minimize lost or inaccurate data, but within 48
hours of identification.
Weekly activities:
• Weekly site visits are to be performed for flow monitor and rain gauge sites without cellular
communication to download data and to assess any maintenance or monitor performance
issues.
Monthly activities:
• Monthly site visits are to be performed for flow monitoring and rain gauge sites supported
by cellular communication to assess maintenance needs and perform monitor
confirmations.
• The following preventative maintenance activities must be performed during each site visit
(monthly and any time the site is visited) and documented in a Flow Monitor Maintenance
Log as appropriate, see Appendix E for example template:
o Check battery charge, desiccants, and vent tubes
o Confirm the clock time is accurate
o Inspect sensors to ensure the installation is intact
o Clean paper, rags, oil, and/or debris off the sensors in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions
o Remove sediment and debris when it interferes with proper operation of the monitoring
devices
o Monitor confirmation measurements if the manhole is entered during a site visit
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5.2 Confirmation Details
Monitor confirmations must be performed to demonstrate equipment is collecting reliable/accurate
data. Based on review of collected data, additional confirmations may be necessary if hydraulic
conditions change or if confirmations result in inconsistent measurements. It is preferred that
confirmations be scheduled during various flow conditions; this can be achieved by scheduling
confirmations at different times of day and during varying weather conditions. This schedule can be
adjusted to support the project/monitor site needs, all deviations from the preferred monthly
confirmations must be approved by the District. Monitor confirmations must include the following
activities similar to the initial calibration of the monitor during installation as referenced in Section
3.0 Installation of Flow Monitors and Rain Gauges:
• Take manual depth and velocity readings using independent instrumentation and compare
to real-time monitor readings to verify that the installed monitor yields data representative
of actual field conditions.
• Record the silt level in the pipe
• Log all measurements, adjustments and efforts undertaken in a Flow Monitor Maintenance
Log, see Appendix E for example template
• Provide confirmation measurements to the District with data submittals, discussed in Section
7.0 Documentation, documenting the date and time they were performed for each
monitoring site.
• Promptly notify District if site conditions are impacting data quality and corrective action is
required.
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6.0 Data Analysis
Periodic data analysis of the rainfall and flow monitoring data collected throughout a project’s
monitoring period must be performed to ensure data quality and reliability. This section summarizes
the minimum activities and responsibilities in performing data analysis by the flow monitoring service
firm and consultant managing the FMP.
6.1 Analysis Activities
Consultants managing the FMP effort should perform data quality analysis and are expected to
perform, but not be limited to, the following activities:
Check Individual Event Hydrographs
• Review raw data
o verify recording timestep
o identify depth sensor selection in calculated flow
o investigate shifts, spikes, drop-outs, missing data
• Review edited flow data
o identify depth sensor selection,
o identify velocity/depth edits
o investigate remaining shifts, spikes, drop-outs, missing data
Check Flow Balance
• Check individual event hydrographs, not just storm volumes
• Understand upstream metershed versus downstream
• Check DWF and WWF
• For WWF, compare all portions of the event, not just peak (rise, peak, recession, DWF
before/after)
Check scatterplots
• Compare individual events
o Scatter should be generally consistent between events
• Look for:
o Shifts in data
o Surcharge shape
o Shape at overflow structure (CSO/SSO)
o Outlier events
o Backwater
o Compare to Manning’s N line (seldomly matches)
Check Monitor versus Rainfall
• Peak flow vs rainfall intensity showing all events per meter
• Total event volume vs rainfall depth showing all events per meter
o Identify outliers (possible due to antecedent conditions, rainfall distribution, etc.)
o Look for consistent outlier between meters (may mean they are reliable)
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6.2 Final Data and Data Quality Summary
Edited data must be created from the monthly raw data, see Section 7.0 Documentation. Major
edits must be documented in a Data Quality Summary Table, see Appendix C for example. Edits
to the raw data may include but is not limited to the following:
• Adjustments to the level/velocity based on field verified measurements
• Adjustments of the average/peak velocity ratio based on field verified measurements
• Insertion of dry weather diurnal patterns in the case of data drop outs or poor data quality
during confirmed dry weather conditions
• Removal of a recorded level/velocity that is not typical to the flow pattern and is not
recorded for a duration that would indicate an actual reading.
• Identify data gaps/poor data quality due to equipment malfunction that cannot be edited
due to a known rain event that took place during the data gap/poor data quality period.
When these data cannot be edited the District recommends using null values.
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7.0 Documentation
Periodic data submittals throughout the project’s monitoring period must be provided to the District
for review and to document progress. This section summarizes the monitoring documentation and
submittal schedule that must be followed. If this deliverable format does not support the needs of
the project refer to Section 1.3 regarding variances. The District Flow Monitoring Deliverables
Reference Guide is provided in Appendix F.
7.1 Documentation Available Upon Request
The following data must be made available upon request within two (2) weeks of the request:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrographs: Time series plots of the entire month of depth, velocity, flow, and rainfall with
confirmation measurements overlain
Scatter graphs: Edited depth-velocity readings with confirmation measurements overlain
Flow Monitor Maintenance Log: Summary table of calibration and confirmation
measurements, documenting the date and time they were performed for each monitoring
site, see Section 5.0 Monitor Maintenance for more information
Summary table of daily minimum, maximum, and average depth and flow, and rain totals
Data Quality Summary Table: Table of major edits made to the data and major data quality
issues. An example template of the Data Quality Summary Table Example is available in
Appendix C. See Section 6.0 Data Analysis for more information.
Edited continuous time series including depth, velocity, calculated flow (.csv).
Temporary rain gauge monthly rainfall data in electronic format (.csv).
o Additionally, as established in the beginning of the flow monitoring project and
described in Section 3.4 of this document, email the electronic rainfall data to the
District’s Systems Integration group (Matt Fedak at FedakM@neorsd.org) before
the 7th of each following month, to support the radar rainfall contract.

7.2 Final Flow Monitoring Report
Within 6 weeks of the end of the project flow monitoring period, a Final Flow Monitoring Report
must be submitted and include the monthly deliverables referenced above and the following items
for each flow monitoring site for the entire flow monitoring period. An outline of the preferred Final
Flow Monitoring Report can be found in Appendix G:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flow Monitoring Installation Reports and Rain Gauge Installation Reports (if applicable) see
Section 3.0 Installation of Flow Monitors and Rain Gauges
Summary of each rainfall event including total rainfall depth, duration, peak 5-minute, and 1hour intensities
Pipe Tables used for flow calculations for non-standard pipes, see Section 3.0 Installation of
Flow Monitors and Rain Gauges, in hardcopy and digital attachment to the flow monitoring
report
Final data in standard electronic format (.csv)
o Note: If data is edited during the modelling phase or beyond 6 weeks from the end of
the monitoring period final data must be resubmitted to the District
Raw data in standard electronic format (.csv)
Documentation of any variances that were granted
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Within 6 weeks of the end of the flow monitoring period, the Final Data (.csv) and final Installation
Reports (.pdf) should be uploaded to the project AGOL for each monitoring site. Once the data has
been uploaded the Consultant must notify the GIS group that the information has been uploaded
and that the monitoring effort is complete.
7.3 Final Data File Structure
In order to maintain consistency with the Districts GIS team it is important to deliver the final data
and installation report in the following file structure:
•
•

Individual Folders for each monitor
Folder name: ProjectNumber_MonitorID-#

All of the associated information can be put into the folder, i.e. Installation form, Final Data, Photos,
videos, cross-section ordinates for non-circular sewers, etc.) filing structure created under Section
2.4 of this document.
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Appendix A
Map of District Rain Gauge Network
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Appendix B
Flow Monitor Installation Report
Rain Gauge Installation Report
Example Templates
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Flow Monitor Installation Report
Site ID:

Site Location:

Installation Date:

Manhole Location:

Removal Date:

Manhole Depth:

Purpose for Metering:

Rim Elevation:

Type of Sewer

Storm

Sanitary

Combined

Street Grass

Other

ft

Rung Condition:

Additional Setup Information:
Installer:
Pipe Monitored

Crew:
Inlet

Outlet

Overflow

PLAN VIEW

N

Pipe Sizes:
Pipe Shape:
Pipe Material:
Details of Installation:

Flow Meter Information

Real Time Readings at Installation

Meter Make/Model:

Meter

Meter ID or Serial #:

Time:

Sensor #1 Type:

Depth (in.):

Sensor #1 Location:

Velocity (fps):

Sensor #2 Type:

Flow (mgd):

Sensor #2 Location:

Silt Depth:

Manual

Metering Information:

STREET VIEW PHOTO

MONITOR INSTALLATION PHOTO

SENSOR INSTALLATION PHOTO

Flow Monitor Installation Report
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SITE ID:
VICINITY MAP

Additional Site Photos:

SITE LOCATION

RAIN GAUGE INSTALLATION REPORT
Project Name:
Site ID:
Location:

Install Date:
Time:
Installers Initials:
Removal Date:

Location Description:
GPS Coordinates:
Building Contact Person:
Title:
Telephone #:
Additional instructions for access:

Rain Gauge Hardware Information

LOCATION MAP

N
Rain Gauge Make/Model:
Rain Gauge Serial #:
Data Collection Interval:

Site/Installation Photos:

Rain Gauge Setup

Appendix C
Data Quality Summary Table Example
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Appendix F Data Quality Summary Table Example

Figure 5. DRRS Pre-Design Flow Monitoring Program Performance and Data Quality Summary - July 2016
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Data Quality not in Question
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Replaced
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Rainfall (in)
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July 2016
Week 12
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Week 14
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Rain Gauges
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0.2
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0.1
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Data

Data Quality
Codes 
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0.1 0.3 0.1

Flow Meters
D64A-U1

(1)

D64A-U2

A
A

D76A-U1(2)
D76-S1 (3)

A

D77A-U1(4)

A
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(4)

A

D85-U1(5)

A

D86-U1

A

E39-D1

A

E39-U1(6)

A

(1)

(1). Possible debris on sensor, velocity data were edited using scattergraph editor
(2). Pressure depth used for the entire month, velocity edits throughout the month to address pops/drops with scattergraph editor
(3). Meter in SWO pipe, velocity readings set to zero during dry weather, pressure depth were used during wet weather
(4). Depth shifting while no change in velocity. The drift in depth were manual edited throughout the month
(5). Due to low flows, velocity readings were erratic during in dry weather and were edited using scattergraph editor. Wet period reliable
(6). Velocity edits throughout the month using scattergraph editor to address pops/drops
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Egg-shaped Sewer Geometries
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Appendix E
Flow Monitoring Maintenance Log Example
Template
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Flow Monitor Field Maintenance Log
Project:

Date

Site ID:

Time

Flow Monitor

Field
Crew
Initials

Real Time/Current Status
Meter Sensed
Battery
Level Velocity Flow Voltage
Velocity

Manual Readings
Level

Meter Serial #:

Observations/Actions Taken

Maintenance Report

Flow Monitor Field Maintenance Log - Velocity Profile
Project:

Date

Site ID:

Time

Field
Crew
Initials

Meter Serial #

Velocity Profile (fps)
D

T1

D

T2

D

T3

D

M1

D

M2

D

M3

D

B1

D

B2

D

B3

Average
Velocity
(fps)

PIPE PROFILE

Flow Meter

Installation and Maintenance Report

Appendix F
District Flow Monitoring Deliverables Reference
Guide
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District Flow Monitoring Deliverables Reference Guide
Frequency
Pre‐Installation
Post‐Installation

Available Upon Request
(within 2‐weeks of request during
monitoring period)

Monthly
(before the 7th)

Deliverable
Flow Monitoring Plan and the shapefile of monitor locations. Set up file structure as per
Sections 2.4
Flow Monitoring Plan Addendum and the shapefile of monitor locations. Upload
installation reports to AGOL project site.
Email FedakM@neorsd.org and cc RemiasG@neorsd.org Radar Rainfall Data in .csv
format
Hydrographs (Edited Data) (1‐month increments): Depth, Velocity, Flow and
Rainfall/field confirmation measurements overlain
Scatter Graph (Edited Data): Depth vs. Velocity Readings with field confirmation
measurements overlain
Summary of Site Visits: Confirmation measurements, date/time, and site/monitor
observations
Summary Table of Daily Min/Max/Avg. and Rain Totals
Edited Flow Data (.csv): Depth, Velocity, and Flow
Data Quality Summary: Identify major data collection issues or monitor/equipment
issues. Uptime percentage.

With‐in 6 Weeks of End of Flow Monitoring

Site Installation Reports
Scatter Graph (Final Data) (Entire Monitoring Period): Depth vs. Velocity Readings with
field confirmation measurements overlain
Hydrographs (Final Data) (1‐month increments): Depth, Velocity, Flow and Rainfall/field
confirmation measurements overlain
Summary Table of Daily Min/Max/Avg. and Rain Totals (Presented on a per calendar
month basis)
Summary of Rain Fall Events: Total rainfall depth, duration, peak 5‐ minute and 1‐ hour
intensities.
Summary of Site Visits: Confirmation measurements, date/time, and site/monitor
observations
Data Quality Summary: Identify major data collection issues or monitor/equipment
issues. Uptime percentage.
Pipe Tables used for flow calculation for any non‐standard pipe dimensions
Final Flow Data (.csv): Depth, Velocity and Flow
Final Rain Data (.csv)
Raw Flow Data (.csv): Depth, Velocity and
Raw Rain Data (.csv)
Upload Installation Report and Final Data (.csv) to the District GIS
Notify GIS group at GIS@neorsd.org that the monitoring effort is complete.

Appendix G
Final Flow Monitoring Report Outline
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Final Flow Monitoring Report Outline
This attachment provides the recommended flow monitoring report outline. A summary of the
information to be discussed but not limited to in each section.

Report Outline
Overview
•

Detail the project the monitoring effort is supporting

•

Intended use of the data

•

Monitoring duration

•

Monitoring firms involved and their respective responsibilities

•

Description of data handling

•

Any key findings from the monitoring

Site Selection, Installation, and Operation
•

Describe the site selection process

•

Flow monitoring and rain gauge map

•

Site naming convention used

•

Installation methodology

•

Description of equipment used to perform monitoring

•

Summary table of all the meters installed illustrating installation type, manhole ID, pipe
size/shape (AGOL vs. field measured), and purpose.

Data Collection and Analysis
•

Describe the rainfall data collected

•

Description and summary table of the rain events based on an inter-event duration of 12hours, event duration, total rainfall, peak 1-hr intensity and peak 5-min. intensity

•

The Data Quality Summary (example presented in Attachment C) summarizing the flow
monitoring data quality should also be presented and discussed in this section
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•

Description of the editing of flow data and any flow volume analysis/mass balance reviews
that were performed

•

A flow meter schematic should be included to support the mass balance analysis

•

Discussion of individual monitoring issues

•

Discussion of on whether the 90% uptime requirement was met

Presentation of Final Flow Data
•

Describe what data will be shared as part of this report

Summary and Key Findings

Attachments
Attachment A – Monitoring Equipment, Installation, and Operation
Attachment B – Confirmation Points and Service History Reports
Attachment C – Dry and Wet weather mass balance review for selected meters and events
Attachment D – Meter Installation report, Daily Summary, Time Series plots and Scattergraphs
Attachment E – Cross-Section Ordinates for Non-Circular Sewers, Tables

Digital Submittal (See Section 7.3 for file structure)
•
•
•

Meter Raw Data in CSV Format
Meter Final Data in CSV Format
Cross-Section Ordinates for Non-Circular Sewers in excel Format
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